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The stories in The Lyrebird (1961) vary considerably from the world of the
office and business. They are mainly of the second half of the twentieth
century. The narrator, a young writer of great talent but not brilliant
originality, is spending the summer on the island of Flinders, north of
Adelaide, where he is living in the house of his parents. The story that
concerns us begins with his roommate's return from America, where he had
spent some time while his mother was ill. Beside his own book of poems, he
brings another - the only one he can get - by a famous American woman
novelist, Alice James. He brings it with him to Flinders, and the narrator
regards it and his roommate with suspicion, not because of anything in it, but
because of the author. He is too young, he thinks, not quite grown-up, to
have read Alice James. It is a matter of gossip among their friends in England
that Alice James and George Sand have been quarreling a good deal, and
have not spoken to each other for years. When they sit down to lunch, they
refuse to be parted until the dessert, and Alice James is still locked in the
library by the maid, who won't let her out, though the other guests, including
Alice's friend Victor Hugo, who somehow got it open, are sitting on the lawn
and enjoying the sunshine and good conversation. After lunch, the two
women go to a local hotel and stay there for the afternoon. It is only when
one of the party says how much one wishes that all writers would have this
time for extended lunches that all talk stops, the door is closed, and the two
women remain locked in for the rest of the day. It is only on the train that
evening that we are told the truth - that Alice James has murdered George
Sand, or that, at any rate, she and her maid had then locked her up to
escape the seraglio.
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It's often useful to be able to extract a bunch of little audio files from one big
audio file in.wav format. You know the time boundaries of the pieces that you

want, based on a time-aligned transcription or other annotation. You don't
want to do all the extractions by hand using an interactive waveform editor,
and you'd like a light-weight, scriptable program that can do it for you. After
looking around for a while, I couldn't find any suitable free software solution

to this problem. (I was especially disappointed that sox doesn't have the
ability to extract a piece of a file.). I used to deal with this problem by using
sox to make a copy of the file with no header, and then using a generic little
seek-read-write program to extract the desired chunk of bytes (whose size

and location depends on the sampling frequency, sample type and number of
channels), and then using sox to put a.wav header back on. But it's annoying
to have to produce the headerless copy -- especially if you're dealing with a
600-MB file. And if you use the wrong sampling frequency or channel count,
everything else comes out wrong too. So I decided to make a generic little
seek-read-write program that understands simple.wav headers. If you need
such a thing too, here's wextract.c. If you don't want or need it, ignore this
post. Given an audio file in.wav format, this command generates three new
files: The original,.cpt files that contain the headerless.wav, and, if required,
a.wav file that contains a.wav header. As an example, we have an audio file

that contains three pieces, where we want the first and the last to be
extracted, and we want the middle one extracted but with its.wav header

present. To see what we get: 5ec8ef588b
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